Exclusive Invitation: Supply Chain Executive Lunch
Designing the Customer Centric Supply Chain
Sydney - Tuesday, 24 October 2017
SCLAA wish to invite you to join us and Oracle for an Executive Round Table peer to peer networking lunch
for Supply Chain leaders. Here we wish to provide you the opportunity to hear from a global supply chain
expert and provide case studies on how organisations are streamlining their supply chain process and
better serve customers.
Within todays volatile, uncertain, complex, and ambiguous supply chain environment, organisations are
looking to better understand how they are to deal with market disruptive businesses like Amazon. Here,
we will discuss lessons learnt over the last few years and what organisations are doing to remain relevant in
today’s competitive and evolving marketplace.
When: Tuesday, 24 October 2017
Where: Sydney Café, Customs House
5th floor 31 Alfred Street,
Circular Quay Sydney
Time:

12noon to 2.00pm

Agenda
12:00 noon
12:15pm
12:30pm
1:15pm

Complimentary Registration

Register your expression
of interest now

1:45pm
2:00pm

Guests arrive
Introduction by SCLAA – Market insights
Sujit Sahu Oracle
Round table discussion led by SCLAA and Oracle
Corporation – Insights & learnings. Attendees
to share their experiences and to discuss what’s
stopping them from implementing their ideal
supply chain.
Q&A
Lunch concludes

Key Takeaways:
• Next practices being implemented internationally to create a flexible, scalable global customer centric
supply chain.
• How planning, foresight, and responsiveness are critical to managing risk and guarding against supply
chain disruptions.
• Gain insight into valuable and implementable ideas.
• What impact emerging technologies are having on revolutionising the way customers are served.
Seats are strictly limited so please register your interest early.

Oracle Speaker: Sujit Sahu
Sujit Sahu the Regional Senior APAC Director of Supply Chain Transformation at Oracle.
Over the last 10 years he has worked in senior supply chain management roles within
several multinationals in China, Asia Pacific, United States, UK, Japan and India. Sujit will
share insight into case studies on what organisations are doing to drive a customer centric
supply chain.

Email: secretary@sclaa.com.au

Phone: 1300 364 160

